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Abstract
Background: Colon cancer has been classically described by clinicopathologic features that permit the prediction
of outcome only after surgical resection and staging.
Methods: We performed an unsupervised analysis of microarray data from 326 colon cancers to identify the first
principal component (PC1) of the most variable set of genes. PC1 deciphered two primary, intrinsic molecular
subtypes of colon cancer that predicted disease progression and recurrence.
Results: Here we report that the most dominant pattern of intrinsic gene expression in colon cancer (PC1) was
tightly correlated (Pearson R = 0.92, P < 10
-135) with the EMT signature– both in gene identity and directionality. In
a global micro-RNA screen, we further identified the most anti-correlated microRNA with PC1 as MiR200, known to
regulate EMT.
Conclusions: These data demonstrate that the biology underpinning the native, molecular classification of human
colon cancer–previously thought to be highly heterogeneous– was clarified through the lens of comprehensive
transcriptome analysis.
Background
Colon cancer has long been postulated to be a molecu-
larly heterogeneous disease. This heterogeneity has been
proposed as the reason why it has been difficult to iden-
tify unifying molecular hypotheses explaining the biol-
ogy and behavior of the disease. Molecular profiling of
colon cancer has been a relatively effective approach for
identifying prognosis of early and intermediate stage dis-
ease. We and others have identified biologically complex
signatures that affect multiple programs such as adhe-
sion, invasion, and angiogenesis and correlate well with
cancer progression and recurrence. These signatures
appear to support Weinberg’s hypothesis [1] of multiple
programs leading to cancer development and progres-
sion. These signatures have generally been developed
using supervised machine learning techniques that train
their models on pre-determined good vs. poor prognosis
patient populations [2-6]. Colon cancer, unlike breast
cancer where luminal and basal “intrinsic” subtypes have
been identified [7-13], or bladder cancer where intrinsic
signatures of recurrence have been established [14,15],
has yet to be classified by unsupervised,m o l e c u l a rp r o -
filing approaches. We believed it was important to
attempt to uncover unbiased, native biological traits that
might underpin colon cancer.
Methods
Colon Cancer Samples
326 human colon cancer samples derived from the Mof-
fitt Cancer Center were previously assessed using a sin-
gle Affymetrix U133Plus2.0 platform and single standard
operating procedure. Formalin fixed paraffin blocks
(FFPE) were obtained for 69 of these cases and used to
extract tumor RNA after macrodissection. Tumor RNA
was submitted for global microRNA analysis using an
Applied Biosystems platform covering ~700 unique
microRNA species. The gene expression data were then
compared directly to the microRNA data derived from
the same samples. All patient samples and clinical infor-
mation for the 326 colon samples were obtained
through a protocol approved by The University of South
Florida Institutional Review Board.
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The EMT signature was derived from a microarray data-
set with 93 lung cancer cell lines by performing a t-test
comparing cell lines exhibiting mesenchymal-like gene
expression pattern (high levels of VIM and low levels of
CDH1) vs. cell lines with epithelial-like gene expression
pattern (low levels of VIM and high levels of CDH1).
Genes with p-value < 0.01 by a t-test were selected, and
were split into those that were up-regulated in mesench-
ymal-like cell lines and those that were up-regulated in
epithelial like, and further restricted to approximately
2 0 0u n i q u eg e n es y m b o l si ne a c hu pa n dd o w nr e g u -
lated gene sets based on the absolute value of the fold
change.
Identification of PC1
Unsupervised analysis of the most variable genes
expressed in the colon cancer data set (n = 326) was
undertaken to discover new, “intrinsic” biology of colon
cancer. Principal component analysis on the entire gene
expression data set of 326 CRC samples, as implemen-
ted in the Princomp function in Matlab, (Mathworks
Inc.), was computed by selecting the 1st principal com-
ponent (PC1) corresponding to the highest eigenvalue of
the covariance matrix, describing the inherent variability
of the data.
Derivation of colon signatures
We identified a set of gene sets that were associated
with different endpoints related to tumor histology. Sig-
natures for each of the following scenarios was created:
right/left (RT/LT) colon was computed by comparing 60
samples collected in RT Colon vs. 18 samples collected
in LT Colon; Mucinous/Non-Mucinous colon carci-
noma was developed by comparing 35 mucinous colon
carcinomas vs. 165 non-mucinous; MSI/MSS was cre-
ated by comparing 6 MSI vs. 73 MSS samples; Carci-
noma vs. Adenoma was developed by comparing 22
pure adenocarcinoma samples vs. 5 pure adenomas;
Poor/Well differentiation was discovered by comparing
32 poorly differentiated samples vs. 19 well differen-
tiated, Colon/Rectum by comparing 50 samples col-
lected in colon vs. 19 samples collected in rectum;
Stage2/Stage1 was identified by comparing 59 stage 2
samples vs. 32 stage 1 samples, Stage 3/Stage 2 (71
Stage 3 samples vs. 59 Stage 2 samples) was similarly
identified. Each comparison was carried on non-metastatic
samples with known stage, histology, and collection site.
For each comparison, two gene sets (up and down regu-
lated) were identified by t-test with p-value < 0.01, split by
as i g no ff o l dc h a n g e ,s e l e c t i o no fu n i q u eg e n es y m b o l s
among 100 probes most differentially expressed by an
absolute value of fold change. Performance of these gene
sets was evaluated by back substitution and the scores for
gene sets were computed as the mean of probes mapped
by the gene symbol to the up-regulated subset minus the
mean of the probes that mapped by the gene symbol to
the down-regulated subset. They were found to have ROC
AUC>0.7 and 1-way ANOVA p-value < 1e-6 when applied
to distinguish the same samples that were used to identify
these gene sets.
Scoring of signatures in the data set
Signature score for a given gene set was obtained by
averaging the expression levels of the probes that
mapped by the gene symbol to that gene set. MYC and
RAS signatures were obtained from Nevins et al [16,17].
Standard microarray data processing
T h em i c r o a r r a yd a t aw a sp r o c e s s e db yr u n n i n gR M A
normalization method as implemented in Affymetrix
Power Tools using default settings, background correc-
tion and quantile normalization with subsequent appli-
cation of log10 to obtained probe intensities.
Results
We took a completely unsupervised approach to classi-
fying a set of 326 colon and rectal cancers from a
spectrum of clinical stages. We set out to identify the
most differentially expressed genes, and used the first
principal component (PC1) (~5000 differentially-
expressed genes) to describe two major subpopulations
(Figure 1a, b). The biology of the ~5000 genes under-
pinning the “intrinsic” PC1 signature was not forthcom-
ing from the standard functional analyses algorithms
that often identify multiple pathways linked to complex
signatures. In fact, analysis of PC1 by Ingenuity, Kegg,
and GeneGo approaches identified multiple potential
pathways that might be responsible for the observed
molecular subclassification (Additional File 1). This
approach did not precisely clarify the biology behind the
observed gene expression changes, but suggested that
adhesion and extracellular matrix were significantly
affected. To better describe the functionality of PC1, we
examined numerous (~300) cell line-derived and
tumor-derived signatures for their association with PC1.
This analysis identified the cell line derived epithelial-
mesenchymal transition gene expression signature as
the most significantly associated (P < 10
-135)w i t hP C 1
(Figure 1c). The signature was derived from an analysis
of 93 lung cancer cell lines that had been previously
globally molecularly profiled and sorted by two genes
associated with the EMT phenotype, CDH1 and VIM
(Figure 1d, Additional File 2). The cell lines were then
divided into two groups, one considered to be epithelial
(high CDH1, low VIM) and one considered mesenchy-
mal (low CDH1, high VIM) (Additional File 3). The two
groups were then used to identify ~300 genes that
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Page 3 of 10would further distinguish epithelial from mesenchymal
cell lines. This group of genes then became a cell line
derived “EMT signature”. More importantly, the up and
down arms of the EMT signature were directionally cor-
related with PC1 (P < 10
-16, Fisher Exact Test) (Addi-
tional File 4). The significant finding was that the
unsupervised PC1 signature, which represented an
“intrinsic” subtype classifier of colon cancer, appeared
to be driven by a core EMT program of up-and down-
regulated genes (Additional File 4). In fact, 92% of
probes mapped to EMT UP gene set (genes that were
up-regulated in mesenchymal vs. epithelial lung cell
lines) were positively correlated with PC1 and 82% of
probes from EMT DOWN gene set (genes that were
respectively down-regulated), corresponding to Fisher
exact test p-value of 2 × 10
-16 [18].
We further confirmed the expression of this same
embedded pattern of gene expression (PC1) in the inde-
pendent ExPO data set (n = 269) (Figure 1b), suggesting
that EMT is a pervasive program underpinning colon
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Figure 1 Intrinsic molecular stratification of human colorectal cancer. Unsupervised analysis and hierarchical clustering of global gene
expression data derived from colorectal cancer cases identified 2 major “intrinsic” subclasses (cyan and magenta) distinguished by the first
principal component (PC1) of the most variable genes. These two key native subtypes were clearly identified in both the (a) Moffitt Cancer
Center (MCC) data set (n = 326) and the (b) EXPO dataset (n = 269). PC1 was later found to be tightly correlated with an EMT signature derived
from cell lines, providing an explanation for the biology underpinning these two intrinsic classes in both datasets. PC1 clearly distinguishes two
subclasses which were subsequently identified as epithelial vs. mesenchymal. On both panels (a) and (b), mean-centered probe intensities are
shown, and probes are clustered using Pearson correlation based distance and Ward linkage. Also, rows represent samples, and columns
represent array probes. Panel (c) shows scatter plot of EMT signature score and PC1 (First Principal Component Score) on Moffitt Cancer Center
data set. Panel (D) shows the scatter plot between probe intensities for Vimentin (VIM) and E-cadherin probes in a panel of 93 Lung Cancer Cell
Lines. Cell Lines exhibiting epithelial-like phenotype are shown in green; those exhibiting mesenchymal-like phenotype are shown in red.
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Page 4 of 10cancer biology. To further clarify the EMT association
with the PC1 signature, genes previously linked to the
EMT program such as VIM, FGFR, FLT1, FN1, TWIST,
AXL, and TCF, were individually assessed and found to
be positively correlated with PC1/EMT (Figure 2). Simi-
l a r l y ,g e n e ss u c ha sC D H 1 ,C L D N 9 ,E G F R ,a n dM E T
were negatively correlated with PC1/EMT. Also shown
are multi-gene signatures (black labels) such as EMT,
TGF-beta, RAS, proliferation, and MYC; TGF-beta is a
known driver of EMT and thus correlates with both PC1
and EMT. Alternatively, RAS activation/dependency/
addiction has been shown to anti-correlate with EMT
[19]. K-RAS dependent cells exhibit an epithelial mor-
phology, expressing significant cortical CDH1 but little
VIM. Conversely, RAS-independent cells express little
CDH1 but significant VIM. Our results are consistent
with these findings. Of interest, proliferation, and an
effecter of such (MYC), both anti-correlate with EMT.
To determine if the EMT signature might be regulated
by specific microRNAs [20], we re-profiled ~70 Stage I-
IV colon cancers with a ~415 global MiR platform that
had been previously assessed by microarray analysis.
Out of these ~70 samples, 49 were subsequently used
for the analysis after data processing and QC. Of all the
MiRs tested, the MiR 200 family was the most highly
anti-correlated with PC1/EMT signatures (Figure 3,
Additional File 5, Additional File 6). Whereas the gene
expression analysis to derive PC1 was performed from
frozen tissues, the MiR analyses were performed using
matched formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tissues
(FFPE), strengthening the observed finding across
platforms.
Having identified PC1 as an intrinsic gene expression
signature closely linked to the EMT program, we
wanted to determine if the mesenchymal phenotype
(high PC1/EMT score) would predict recurrence of dis-
ease. To our surprise, PC1, despite being developed with
an unsupervised approach, was capable of differentiating
good from poor prognosis, and was well-correlated with
recurrence and progression of disease, even for
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Figure 2 Hierarchical cluster analysis of the top 100 genes assessed from a text mining approach were strongly associated with the
EMT program as shown on 326 MCC colon tumors sorted by PC1. The 100 gene set contains individual genes (CDH1, CLDN9, FGFR1, FN1,
TWIST 1 & 2, AXL, VIM) as well as signatures of genes (PC1, EMT, TGFbeta, Proliferation, MYC, and RAS) that are up-regulated in mesenchymal
tumors (shown in magenta), and that are up-regulated in epithelial tumors (shown in cyan). Names for the relevant gene signatures are shown
in black. Samples (rows) are sorted by PC1. Genes (columns) are clustered using Pearson correlation and Ward linkage. Heatmap shows mean-
centered probe intensities.
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Page 5 of 10intermediate stages II and Stage III (Figure 4a, Addi-
tional File 7, 8, 9, 10). It was also linked to cancer pro-
gression and to poor differentiation status. We further
identified these relationships in the Lin et al [21], NKI,
and EXPO data sets (Additional File 11). Moreover, PC1
was also predictive of disease-free survival in the Moffitt
Cancer Center colon cancer data set (Figure 4b). More
importantly, however, PC1 was also predictive of poor
outcome in two additional completely independent data
sets. In a data set from the NKI, PC1 predicted metasta-
sis free survival (Figure 4c) and in a Lin et al data set
[21], PC1 predicted recurrence (Figure 4d). When the
PC1 signature is applied to cancers with different recur-
rence rates, there was also a clear difference between
colon, lung, and pancreas cancers (colon < lung < pan-
creas) (Additional Files 12, 13, 14, 15and 16).
We also tested known signatures, or developed a num-
ber of other signatures within the colon cancer dataset,
that did not correlate well with PC1. These included a
signature predicting MSI status [22], a signature
s e p a r a t i n gr i g h tf r o ml e f tc o l o nt u m o r s ,as i g n a t u r e
separating mucinous from non-mucinous tumors, and a
proliferation signature [23] (Figure 4a). The PC1 signa-
ture, while discriminating for epithelial vs mesenchymal
tumors, may also be used to classify cell lines. This clas-
sification undoubtedly will be useful in further analysis
of EMT in cancer using these cell lines as models.
Understanding which cell lines best represent the
epithelial vs the mesenchymal phenotype will help deter-
mine the best models for subsequent drug intervention
and target validation studies and will allow cell lines to
be mapped to human tumors. For this purpose, we have
classified numerous colon cell lines using the tumor-
derived PC1 signature (Additional File 16).
Discussion
Colon cancer has heretofore been considered a very het-
erogeneous disease [24,25]. It has been difficult to iden-
tify a unifying biological theme that could be leveraged
for therapeutic intervention. Previously identified
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Figure 3 Correlation of microRNA analysis (~700) with PC1/EMT across 49 colorectal cancers identified the MiR200 family as strongly,
negatively correlated with PC1/EMT (upper plots). The Mir 200 family has been linked to inhibition of EMT (promotion of the epithelial
phenotype) through inhibition of Zeb 1 & 2, known transcriptional repressors of CDH1. Waterfall plots show MiR 200 over-expression is correlated
with more tumors classified as epithelial than mesenchymal and Mir 200 under-expression is correlated with fewer epithelial than mesenchymal
tumors (lower plots).
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Page 6 of 10prognostic signatures have required supervised learning
to elucidate predictive gene sets. For the first time, our
data suggest that the PC1 signature, discovered through
unsupervised approaches, appears to be a native, intrin-
sic subtype classifier of colon cancer that predicts recur-
rence, advancing stage, and poor prognosis based on the
biology of EMT. Finding the PC1 score was predictive
of recurrence for both stages II and III of colon cancer,
and its strong relationship to EMT biology, leads to the
possibility that this signature might be useful in these
stages for discerning responsiveness to adjuvant che-
motherapy. Our data suggest the otherwise molecularly
and pathologically heterogeneous disease may be
resolved into two principal molecular subtypes of colon
cancer: epithelial or mesenchymal.
The identification of the intrinsic EMT program was
further supported by additional molecular studies relat-
ing global microRNA profiling data to global gene
expression datasets. From this analysis, the MiR 200
family and related MiRs were identified as highly nega-
tively correlated with PC1. This finding was significant
because the MiR 200 family has been closely linked to
the EMT program. It has been previously demonstrated
that MiR 200 over-expression may result in inhibition of
ZEB1/2, which in turn leads to inhibition of transcrip-
tional repressors of CDH1, thereby permitting the
expression of CDH1 and expression of the epithelial
phenotype [26,27]. Thus, a negative correlation of
MiR200 and the EMT signature promoting a mesenchy-
mal phenotype is consistent. The relationship between
b. a.
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Figure 4 Covariance matrix showing correlation of PC1 with disease recurrence. (a) PC1, despite being developed with unsupervised
approaches, appeared to correlate well with EMT, disease recurrence, disease progression, and differentiation status, but not with gene
signatures linked to adenoma vs. carcinoma, MSI status, or mucinous vs. nonmucinous cancers. Moreover, PC1 appeared to be anti-correlated
with RAS, MYC, Proliferation, and colon laterality. PC1 distinguishes good and poor prognosis patients in the MCC data set (b) as well as in two
independent test sets: (c) Netherlands Cancer Institute (NKI, #13) (L.V.V.) and (d) Lin et al data sets [21].
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Page 7 of 10MiR 200 and PC1 was strong enough to be detected on
a relatively small number of tumors, even when non-
mirror image FFPE tissues were used instead of the ori-
ginal frozen specimen, suggesting the EMT program is
pervasive throughout the primary tumor. In addition,
MiR 141, a MiR 200 family member, was also identified
as negatively correlated with EMT, confirming previous
observations. Finally, numerous additional MiRs have
been identified that have not yet been previously
reported to be linked to EMT.
Analysis of PC1 relative to biological programs beyond
EMT was also informative. Of interest was that MSI
tumors which are generally prone to better prognosis
and right sided predisposition, were shown to have rela-
tively low PC1 scores. Consistent with these data, recent
studies have supported the hypothesis that MSI tumors
are anti-correlated with EMT [28]. Similarly, mucinous
tumors have been linked to local more than distant
recurrence, thus the finding that these tumors were
more epithelial than mesenchymal is biologically consis-
tent. Most interesting was that the proliferation signa-
ture, which has been previously used to identify poor
prognosis breast and lung cancers, was linked to good
prognosis colon tumors, suggesting proliferation may
not play a critical role in colon cancer progression, yet
we know it is important for colon epithelial biology in
crypt bases. Consistent with this is the recent observa-
tion that colon metastases have a lower proliferative
index than primary non-metastatic tumors [29]. One
explanation for this observation may be that metastatic
lesions may have undergone a mesenchymal to epithelial
transition (MET) [30]. Thus, PC1, a harbinger of the
transition to the mesenchymal state, is predictive of
poor vs good outcome in a number of observed clinical
scenarios. These PC1 anti-correlated signatures shed
further light on the biology of colon cancer.
Our data also support the concept that the mesenchy-
mal subtype, linked to TGF-B activation, is likely
responsible for advancing stage, poor differentiation sta-
tus, and distant recurrence of disease, but not to RAS,
MYC, MSI, or proliferation. RAS activation, linked to
the epithelial phenotype driven by genes such as EGFR,
appears to be anti-correlated with the PC1/EMT or
mesenchymal signature.
Analysis of other cancers such as pancreas and lung
demonstrate a spectrum of EMT across diseases (colon
< lung < pancreas) that may explain the differential sur-
vivability of these cancers (colon > lung > pancreas),
variable recurrence rates, and responses to therapy [31].
And, as we have shown, these observations can now be
leveraged to classify cell lines for therapeutic interven-
tion modeling. We anticipate the PC1 score may be use-
ful in classifying tumors with a mesenchymal vs.
epithelial phenotype that might be sensitive to new
classes of drugs such as Src, Notch, and FGFR inhibitors
vs EGFR inhibitors, respectively.
Conclusions
Collectively, our data suggest that the “intrinsic” PC1
signature, underpinned by robust EMT biology, is highly
prognostic for colon cancer recurrence, may be useful
to subclassify more than one type of cancer, and may
provide a means of identifying sensitive subpopulations
for the next generation of novel therapeutics.
Additional material
Additional file 1: Ingenuity/GO Analysis produced multiple
functional categories for PC1 without bringing clarity to the
underlying biology. The table lists top functional gene groups in terms
of significance for enrichment of genes from PC1 signature. Both,
significance of enrichment p-value,(based on hyper geometric
distribution) and Bonferroni-type correction e-value (to account for
multiple testing). Gene sets from Ingenuity, KEGG, and GeneGO were
included in the analysis.
Additional file 2: EMT signature was derived by comparing gene
expression of cell lines sorted into epithelial or mesenchymal like
groups based on CDH1 and VIM expression (see Additional Figure
1). The top 200 up and down probes found most significant by ANOVA
(P < 0.001) were selected to represent the EMT signature. The EMT
signature contains known EMT drivers such as ZEB1 and ZEB2, TCF4, AXL.
It also contains markers such as CDH1, CDH3 for epithelial phenotype
and VIM, CDH2 and CDH4 for the mesenchymal phenotype.
Additional file 3: miRNA correlation to EMT and RAS signature
scores on mean-centered data. Pearson correlation coefficient and the
associated p-value are provided.
Additional file 4: Centered abundances for 49 tumors × 416 MiR
detectors.
Additional file 5: Out of ~300 signatures tested, EMT was the most
significantly associated with PC1 in colon (P < 10
-135). More
importantly, the up and down arms of the EMT signature were
directionally correlated with PC1 (P < 10
-16, Fisher Exact Test). See
Additional File 2 for list of genes.
Additional file 6: Derivation of the EMT signature used to clarify
the biology characterizing PC1. The EMT signature was derived from a
global gene expression analysis of 93 lung cancer cell lines first
segregated by differential CDH1 and VIM expression. Right panel shows
the relationship between EMT signature score and CDH1 probe
intensities, the left panel shows the EMT signature score vs. VIM probe
intensity. EMT signature is observed to be positively correlated to VIM
and anticorrelated to CDH1.
Additional file 7: Waterfall plot of recurrence prediction of PC1 for
the MCC colon dataset shows more recurrences with high signature
scores than with low signature scores; similarly there fewer
recurrences with low signature scores than with high signature
scores.
Additional file 8: Hierarchical cluster analysis showing expression of
key genes (red and blue) and gene signatures (black) in the EMT
signature for colorectal tumors. Genes positively correlated with the
EMT signature are shown in red and genes negatively correlated with
the EMT signature are shown in blue.
Additional file 9: Hierarchical cluster analysis showing expression of
key genes (red and blue) and gene signatures (black) in the EMT
signature for lung tumors. Genes positively correlated with the EMT
signature are shown in red and genes negatively correlated with the
EMT signature are shown in blue.
Additional file 10: Hierarchical cluster analysis showing expression
of key genes (red and blue) and gene signatures (black) in the EMT
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Page 8 of 10signature for pancreatic tumors. Genes positively correlated with the
EMT signature are shown in red and genes negatively correlated with
the EMT signature are shown in blue.
Additional file 11: Waterfall and boxplot analysis’s shows a
differential EMT score for colon < lung < pancreas following
normalization across all samples.
Additional file 12: Top 5000 most variable genes (columns) on
Colon cell lines (rows) sorted by PC1. PC1 is observed to be positively
correlated to EMT signature score and anti-correlated to RAS signature
score. Genes are clustered using Pearson correlation distance metric and
Ward linkage. Heatmap shows mean-centered probe intensities.
Additional file 13: PC1 predicts recurrence in stages 2 and 3 of
colon cancer. Data is shown for MCC dataset.
Additional file 14: Covariance matrices showing the relationship of
PC1 to the same endpoints as shown in Figure 4a using (a)
independent colon dataset [21] (b) EXPO dataset, (c) NKI dataset.
Additional file 15: EMT signature proposed in this paper is
predictive of recurrence in stage 2 and stage 3 MCC tumors.
Additional file 16: EMT signature proposed in this paper is
predictive of recurrence when applied to all tumor samples in MCC
data set.
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